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ABSTRACT. As an answer to a question of Frank Morgan, it is shown that there exist normal currents which cannot be represented as convex integrals of rectifiable currents.
However, under certain additional hypotheses, such decompositions exist. Examples are given to indicate that such hypotheses are necessary.
Introduction.
JThe purpose of this note is to answer a question (*) posed by Frank Morgan (compare Problem 3.8 in [B] ): Does every normal current in codimension one admit a nice mass decomposition as an integral of rectifiable currents?
Specifically for m = n -1 and N E NTO(Rn) does there exist a family {R^juen such that
(1) i2weRm(R") and O is some measure space, This problem has been first studied by Fleming and Rishel [FR] (see also [F, 4.9.15(13) 
\\N\\=J\\d(Eni{x:f(x)>s})\\dLl.
As remarked by Morgan this also implies decomposition in the case of extremal boundary.
Recently Hardt and Pitts [HP] solved Plateau's Problem for hypersurfaces using an ingeneous modification of the level set argument (5) from [FR] . Their proof shows the existence of a decomposition satisfying (l)-(4) in the case of N E Nn_,(Rn) with ¿57V E Rn_2(Rn) (Theorem 1).
Despite these facts, the question (*) has a negative answer: there exists a large class of currents which do not have any mass decomposition, i.e., a decomposition satisfying even just (l)-(3). This is the main result of the paper and it is contained in the necessity part of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 also provides some positive results about smooth normal currents in any codimension.
Unlike in codimension one, decompositions in higher codimensions are simultaneous boundary mass decompositions only locally and the smoothness assumption cannot be dropped (Proposition 3). Finally, even if a nonsmooth current admits a mass decomposition it may have no simultaneous boundary mass decomposition, even locally (Proposition 2).
I should like to thank Professor Frank Morgan for his invaluable advice and constant encouragement during the preparation of this paper.
2. Hardt-Pitts decomposition.
We are going to outline the proof of the following observation based on [HP] . THEOREM 1. IfN E N"_i(R") anddN E R"_2(R"), then there exists a family {Rujien such that (1) (4) hold, with f? = (0,1).
OUTLINE OF THE PROOF. Let R,X,p be as in [HP] . Then for almost all s E (0,1) and all j E I,
Hence, we can define
and, as in [HP] REMARK. Since the above construction gives dRs = dN, for all s, it follows that if N is area minimizing, so are almost all of Rs. That was the method of proving the existence of area minimizing hypersurfaces in [HP] . Also Morgan's Regularity Theorem for normal area minimizing currents [M, Theorem 9 .1] can be easily deduced from Theorem 1. For smooth currents the notion of mass decomposition is closely related to the integrability of £, and we have THEOREM 2. LetNE Nm(R") be smooth and simple, N = Ln A£. Then N has a decomposition satisfying (1) (3) if and only if the vectorfield £ is integrable. Moreover, if £ is integrable then for every x E int(spt./V) there exists a neighbourhood U, x E U, and a family {.Rs}sGRn-m+i such that (7) RsERm(Rn), forsERn~m+1 REMARK. This theorem provides a large class of normal currents without any rectifiable mass decomposition-namely those which are given by nonintegrable vectorfields. In the case of integrable vectorfields we get local simultaneous boundary mass decompositions. Even in codimension one the decomposition has to be, in general, local and the smoothness assumption is essential (see §4).
For the proof of the theorems we shall need some lemmas. (11) £ is integrable.
(12) div Ç Arn Arjj =0 for all 1 < i, j < m, Also [F, 4.1.34] 
We can apply (16) with £i = nl, £2 = rij, £"+2 = eff(n), r < n -m -1, a E Sn. Since £*r' =%Ar or £<r) = n3 A r for some t, we obtain (£'r',Bm£) = 0 for
Similarly, ([£r,£s] A £(r's),Dm£) = 0, unless (r,s) = (1,2). Hence the right-hand side of (16) is
This is equal to zero for all a E S" if and only if (14) holds. On the other hand, the left-hand side of (16) is
which is equal to zero for all a E Sn if and only if (13) 
Jo
Before proving Theorem 2, we shall give its analogue in the case of no boundary: PROPOSITION 1. Let N E Nm(R") be smooth and simple, and also let dN = 0.
Then for every x E int(spt N) there exists a family {Rs}s^Rn-m and a neighborhood U, x E U, such that we obtain that Ra = R'a + Ta, seR"-m+1, is the desired decomposition. To obtain a global mass decomposition we can cover int(spt £) L"-almost everywhere by a countable number of disjoint sets Wa such that int Wa has properties as U above. This is possible thanks to [F, 2.8 .14] and the fact that sets U can have arbitrarily small radii. Hence we can take fi = R"~m+1 x Z with Q = {u = (s, a)}, where NI int Wa = f Rs dL^-m+1. 
Examples.
In this section we shall show that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are necessary. By Theorem 2 we get, for integrable vector fields, a local decomposition of smooth normal currents. Even in codimension one it has to be in general local, as shown by the standard example of a constant vectorfield on the torus in R3 with irrational slope and nonperiodic integral curves. Smoothing this vectorfield gives a normal current of codimension one, with no boundary and no decomposition {fls}seR such that \\N\\ = J \\RS\\ dL2, Rs E Ri(R3) and dRa = 0 for almost all a.
A nonsmooth normal current may have a mass decomposition, but no simultaneous boundary mass decomposition, even locally and in codimension one. PROPOSITION 2. There exists a current N E N2(R3) and a set X, H2(X) > 0, such that no x E X has an open neighbourhood U for which there exists a decomposition {äs}s€r satisfying (7)-(10) (n = 2>,m = 2).
For the proof we shall need the following lemma, which in fact is the uniqueness statement for Proposition 1.
LEMMA D. Let r¡ be a smooth Ln-locally summable m-vectorfield in R", U an open set, and {Ru}u>€n o family of currents such that (23) iLeR"(R"), On the other hand,
.9 TV = -L3 A div £ = -L3 A (-e3)\y=0} = H2 L {(x, 0,z): z,x ER} Ae3, and TV cannot be obtained as a convex integral of Ma and M2. The next example shows that for codimensions greater than one, the smoothness assumption cannot be dropped in Proposition 1. then ÄU|_R3 is a mass decomposition of TVn|_((7nR3), and we claim that it is also a boundary mass decomposition, which gives a contradiction in view of Proposition 2. We can assume that the radius of U is less than one, and by Lemma C since dRu\_U = 0. But then, (27) (28) would imply that ñ^LR3 is a simultaneous boundary mass decomposition of TV01_ U.
